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5.6 m/18 ft

AMT 190 BRF
AMT 190 BRf is the newest member of the F-aluminum range. An action-packed access and leisure
boat for multiple uses. The aluminum hull design is all-new and extremely sporty, and it has been
especially designed for effortless boating. Good fuel economy, excellent maneuverability, vast
storage spaces and extreme spaciousness are some of AMT 190 BRf’s points of focus. High-quality
materials and components, as well as a modern new design, gives 190 BRf that extra feel of luxury
and comfort.
The newest member of the AMT aluminum boats
The novelty of 2019 is all-new member of the AMT boat range. The third model of the AMT Faluminum range, AMT 190 BRf is a spacious and versatile Bow Rider, which gives a fast but stable
ride. Moving in the boat is easy and safe, thanks to its well functioning layout. The boat is extremely
fun to drive, and it suits equally well for city cruising and fishing as water sports and use at the
summer house.
In addition to the mandatory boating equipment (such as mooring lines, fenders and anchor) we
have included also the seat cushions, the stern canopy, a canopy storage compartment and the
storage compartments’ Abloy lock system. AMT 190 BR also comes with the Securmark anti-theft
marking. The materials and components used are of high quality, following the AMT vision. The new
190 BR has also been constructed with the unique “Safely to shore” -structure. This construction
method significantly improves the boat’s safety if an emergency at sea occurs. Even though the hull
would be filled up with water due to a collision, the boat’s deck keeps the boat afloat so that you
can steer the boat to the nearest shore, or call for help.
The novelty combines a sturdy hand-welded marine aluminum hull with a comfortable and easy-tomaintain fibreglass interior. The durable aluminum hull is manufactured in Finland by Juha Snell Oy,

who under the Faster trademark produces hundreds of aluminum boats every year for both
recreational and professional use.
Length
5,60 m
Width
2,25 m
Weight
700 kg
Number of passengers
7
Engine
80-115 hv
Approval
CE/C
Deadrise angle
20°
Self-draining
√
Hull
Aluminum
Seat boxes
GRP
Steering console
GRP
Railings
HST
Deck
GRP
Windshield
Glass
Fuel tank
100 l
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Grey deck surface
Aluminum hull
Raymarine Axiom 9″ chart plotter
Self bailing deck
Unsinkable Always to shore –structure
Storage space with integrated Abloy –locks
Abloy -padlock
Comfort seats with seat covers
Seat cushions
Stern canopy
Acid-proof steel grab rails
Hydraulic steering
Windscreen wiper
Fixed fuel tank
Fuel filter
Rope box in bow
Two anchor/rope boxes in aft
LED navigation lights
12 V power output
Electrical bilge pump
Mooring lines
Fenders with tieoff lines
Fender holders
Anchor with anchorline
Boat hook/paddle
Fire extinguisher
Detached reserve fuel tank
Securmark anti-theft marking
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